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INTRO

The iCAP challenges:

How young people in secondary school can grow an interest in
innovation
How such interest can be created through practical activities in an
open schooling direction
How schools can integrate such cross-subject activities
What kind of competences the young people are developing along
such activities

The iCAP credo:

In traditional schooling education is about
KNOWING and REMEMBERING
When innovation engagement is introduced it becomes about
CHANGING and ACCOMPLISHING
The perspective of the learning totally changes.

NB This paper is based on extensive dialogues with the project’s students and
teachers across the project. Key messages, unedited and authentic, from
teachers and students are inserted throughout.

The iCAP guidance resources and student video provide practical
examples of the topics discussed in this paper, including further
testimonies from students and teachers; visit: icap-action.com
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Key Messages for practitioners and policy makers: A
summary
What is it?
The Innovation Capacity project (iCAP) was funded by the European Union’s
Erasmus+ programme and has been working in five countries (Greece, Romania,
Slovenia, Spain and UK). The project has piloted student-led ‘missions’, i.e.
projects to bring about positive change within their own communities.
In this way students learn not only to focus on what they like, but on combining
what they like with what is useful for the community.
This learner-centred approach to community engagement is characteristic of
‘open schooling’. The capacities that this approach develops in young people has
also been termed ‘action competence’.
Why do this?
Students at this age (14 to 16) are capable of much more than that which is
visible in traditional teaching. Unlike strictly timetabled lessons, these
innovation missions are long and deep enough to have a lasting impact on
students’ mental structure, behaviour and self-image. This in turn will play out in
a young person’s future education and working life, particularly in their role as
an active citizen.
The engagement criteria for these projects respond to the familiar student
question: “Why should I take an interest in this”?
Open schooling and innovation learning methods are of particular benefit to
students who, for whatever reason, do not respond well to school; it is therefore
a highly inclusive approach that can contribute t closing the attainment gap.
People and organisations within the community also appreciate and value
initiatives taken by young students. This helps to builds stronger links between
school and community as well as building students’ self esteem.
This project has witnessed the highly motivating nature of such projects, as one
student explained:
“If we could only manage these missions ourselves, and the teachers stop
controlling them, we would work in the missions for long periods, such as
2 or 3 years, and do it in school after school, in the week-ends and even
during our long boring summer holidays.”

What barriers need to be overcome?
The first thing to note is that students do not automatically appreciate
innovation missions. They have been formed and disciplined through many years
of traditional schooling so effort is required to overcome the reluctance of the
students themselves.
Many community players are not prepared for collaborating with young students
and need time to discover the benefits for the institution, for the community and
for the students.
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Schools themselves are driven by tight schedules, packed curricula and
examination pressures. Even the minds of keen teachers have been trained in this
environment.
How do we overcome the barriers?
Innovation missions need the full support of the school leadership. School
management should help negotiate flexible integration of the missions into
weekly schedules. In this way schools and teachers should support the creation of
a new learning culture.
Teachers need to start slowly and work out for themselves, step by step, how to
develop the approach in their context. Realistically, this requires a shift in
mentality that should involve a three to four-year perspective.
Normally students start to appreciate the new learning culture after some time,
and when they do, most students become very excited.
Teachers should increasingly hand over the management and driving of the
missions to the students; teachers are guides and facilitators, not team leads.
Small teams of three or four teachers could join forces across one or more
secondary schools to experiment with open schooling and innovation missions,
offering each other support and guidance.
In future:
Dedicated students should be co-driving new learning cultures and serve as
guides for new students.
An Erasmus+ project should lead to the establishment of a local/virtual ecosystem of innovation capacity-building to make project results sustainable and
available for new students to access.
The organisation of the Erasmus+ programme into vertical educational sectors
should be accompanied by an equally important horizontally organised Erasmus+
platform for cross-sector and community based projects.
Current levels of funding for student mobility underestimate the support required
for genuine student engagement in such projects.
Young students are still used in most European projects as tokens, victims or
photo opportunities. One way to overcome this underestimation of young people
would be to create new Erasmus+ initiatives from 2020 that are:
→ based on students’ experience and expectations
→ planned and designed by students themselves
→ implemented through role-model students as co-drivers of project
progression and activities
We feel that such Erasmus+ projects have yet not been created.
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What seems to be the basic principles in
organising innovation-fostering learning processes
in secondary schools?
TEACHERS
Taking part in this project has been an extraordinary learning opportunity
for both teachers and students. Among the many lessons learned by
coordinating and developing the activities we have learned that:
- Students benefit most from being placed in active learning scenarios,
from being involved in a realistic learning environment and they obviously
enjoy this type of activity much more than traditional activities.
- In the process of accomplishing their tasks, the students acquired reallife skills – they developed entrepreneurial skills, problem-solving abilities,
developed a sense of self-initiative and have become increasingly more
responsible.
- Because they understood that their efforts could indeed make a
difference in the community/school they became increasingly more
involved, enthusiastic and started taking everything very seriously.
- Students also gained a set of other skills, ranging from social skills (they
began to communicate with great ease) to digital skills etc.

When creating innovation interest and capacity among young students, it
is important to step down as an authority figure, like teachers are, and get
to know the aspects of everyone. Young people have a lot of ideas, but
little knowledge of how to make them a reality. As a teacher our job is to
create a friendly environment where ideas can be shared.

The importance of keeping students motivated through short term
deadlines. Tasks or missions that are long termed are difficult to fulfil.
Students usually find it difficult to get things organized in phases, to plan
ahead and decide what they need to do first, what comes next, etc., they
tend to jump from the first idea to the final outcome, and so planning is a
thing they need to improve on.
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STUDENTS
The students agreed that one of the most important things they have
learned is that teamwork is of vital importance and that sharing
responsibilities within the group is also extremely important.

“One of the obstacles I faced during this project was learning how to
expose my ideas in front of a large group of people, as well as learning
how to properly work in a team.”

“For us it is important that the ideas that we have can be shared in a
friendly environment and not to be afraid to speak out loud, concerned
that somebody will laugh.”

The young people are enthusiastic about this approach where they have
the chance to work outside of school with members and authorities of the
local societies and dealing with everyday problems and their possible
solutions.

The ICAP Erasmus+ project was from the beginning oriented towards the
European Commission’s and leading research’s open schooling guidelines: moving
the learning activities from the classroom and books to real-life outside the
school and to engaging the students in real-time and real-life missions.
When it comes to creating interest in and capacity for innovation, the basic
principles of open schooling must be sharpened, re-defined and clarified.
Open schooling can engage the young students in a variety of very different outof-school activities and projects but engaging young students in innovation is
more demanding as it includes young students’ capacity building to work in and
accomplish such innovation projects.
A very basic question arises from the first moment: what is innovation? What is
an innovation project? What is an innovation mission?
If a team of students wishes to paint the classroom in another color, is that
innovation?
If a team of students wishes to organise a demonstration in the community to
make the city cleaner, is that innovation?
If a team of students wishes to create biking-friendly infrastructures in the city,
is that innovation?
To the first example, the answer would be a clear “no”.
To the second example, the answer would be “perhaps”.
To the third example the answer would be, “yes, but depending on”.
What we are approaching here are the very basic principles of creating
innovation interest and capacity through an open schooling methodology.
Or, in other words: which are the learning criteria for fostering innovation
interest and capacity among young students? How should the open schooling
activities be organised to generate such interest and capacity?
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Through very many practical experimentations along the iCAP project, a number
of fundamental principles emerged.
Importantly, these principles are mutually reinforcing and in fact make up a
dynamic totality of innovative and innovation learning.
How can we group these principles or criteria in a simple and useful way?
Let us group the principles in the following way:

CONTENT
When creating interest in and capacity for innovation among young students it is
important that the projects the students will engage in are in fact innovative.
The innovative projects – the challenges, the content – must be defined by the
student teams themselves: they will need to analyse and explore the community,
and identify needs in the community, things in need of change.
On one side the selected innovation projects must be defined by the students, on
the other side the innovation projects must benefit the community: bring about
useful change for citizens, sub-communities, institutions or specific population
groups.
So, innovative content is a key criterion.
Teachers and community collaborators should serve as critical friends to the
student team, asking critical questions like “is this project really innovative?”
The point is that the students should learn not only to focus on what they like,
but on combining what they like with what is useful for the community.
(In certain cases, the “community” might mean a “combination of physical and
virtual communities”, or it also might mean “virtual communities as such”.)
To ensure that a project, or better a “mission”, is really innovative and therefore
can create authentic innovation interest and capacity among the students, the
teams will need not only to explore the community to identify change needs, but
also to negotiate the projects with a variety of community players, including very
often citizens to be affected by the innovation.
Such negotiation might include public authorities, private companies, NGO’s and
groups of citizens – and in some cases even researchers and experts.
It is important that the student teams, out of “impatience”, do not shortcut this
initial work process, as the results of the process will have a great impact on the
entire project.
Evidently, the negotiations with teachers and community players will per se
produce extremely dynamic learning for the young students – and give them a
totally new approach to their community.

TIME
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Long-term engagement is a principle in creating innovation interest and capacity
among young students.
Even the most important and phantastic one-week innovation project would
leave very little lasting impact on the young people.
The question of time is crucial.
Time for the young students to work through complicated and demanding
innovation missions; time to go through the necessary phases; time to establish
the needed collaboration with community players; time to make mistakes and try
again, etc.
And, in particular:
- Time to get deep and immerse
- Time to accomplish
Obviously, in schools with overcrowded curricula and increasing focus on tests
and exams it is a huge challenge to provide the needed time for innovation
missions.
In most schools it is evident that very little time can be taken from the curricula
and the weekly schedule, and that students will have to find additional time
beyond normal school hours.
Even worse: in good innovation missions time must be available across long time
periods, not just in a few weeks.
Not only students are struggling with a lack of time, also the teachers.
Considerable testimonies from teachers make very clear that they have to
struggle to create the needed time to support the students’ innovation missions,
and that most of this time is “personal time” beyond normal working hours.
There are no simple solutions to this problem.
The only possible approaches to the time problem are:
→ negotiating time from the curriculum with school managers and teacher
colleagues
→ exploiting any “free space” in the curricula
→ engaging with considerable dedication
→ student teams and teachers agreeing on to what extent out-of-school
engagement is possible
A strong lessons learned is that teachers should not prevent student teams from
working outside school, even if they are not themselves able to follow the
students’ engagement.
In some cases dedicated students are pushing for flexible mission engagement
during weekends and even during holidays.
The schools and teachers should support the creation of such “new learning
cultures”.
Engaging across considerable time periods is a key criterion for the lasting impact
from the innovation missions on the students.

MISSIONS
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Schools, teachers and students often engage in a discussion about the terms
“project” and “mission”.
A very useful lesson learned is that such discussions in fact help clarify the real
nature of creation innovation interest and capacity: the difference between
“project” and “mission” often leads to a deeper understanding of what it takes
to create lasting impact on the students.
So, the question asked is: “Why don’t we simply call the activity “projects” like
we always do”?
So, “innovation projects”…
The problem is that “project” nowadays can mean just about everything:
→ activities with artificial cases
→ activities carried out in the school
→ activities including punctual visits to the community
→ activities lasting from a few hours to several weeks
→ activities addressing all sorts of topics in the school curricula
In fact “projects” are simply team activities adding to normal classroom
teaching.
There is, obviously, nothing “wrong” with projects.
However, neither project based learning, nor problem based learning includes
the key elements in innovation missions:
→ addressing real-life challenges
→ collaborating with community players and resources
→ working to change things that does not work
→ working through all the phases of “entrepreneurial learning”
→ aiming to accomplish and to produce real results for other people than the
students themselves
→ working in an atmosphere of adventure, exploration and pioneering
None of these “principles” are necessarily included in a project, but they are
indeed crucial to innovation missions.
“Missions” clearly indicate that something important must be accomplished, and
that it will not be easy.
“Missions” indicates the will and intention to change.

COMMUNITY
Some of the most important principles in innovation missions, and in true open
schooling, are linked to working with the community.
“Community” might mean very different things in innovation missions.
It might mean a city, a local community, a county, or even an online community.
What the different meanings have in common are:
→ the mission is moved from the school to real-life outside the school
→ the mission will explore the community and identify innovation needs and
opportunities
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→ the mission will collaborate with relevant community players and
stakeholders
→ the mission will accomplish something real for a group of people
For practical reasons a community should not be too big (a big region or a
metropole with millions of inhabitants) or too small (the street next to the
school).
It is an important part of innovation missions to define the community and its
needs, and to negotiate this with the students’ teachers and with community
collaborators.
The community is there from the start until the end of the mission:
→ in the start-up phase the students will explore the community
→ in the middle phase the students will collaborate with the community
→ at the end the mission will result in change for groups of people in the
community

IMMERSION
“Immersion” is one of the things students and teachers engaged in innovation
missions feel strongly during the activities.
“Immersion” means that the students are deeply engaged, excited about the
activity, want to go further – and almost forgetting that they “are learning” 
First of all, immersion means that the young students are deeply engaged over
considerable time periods.
Classroom teaching will normally not offer the students immersion, unless in very
few situations.
Punctual out-of-school activities or small projects will not offer the students
immersion.
One of the important lessons learned from the practical innovation missions is
that 21st century young students are incredibly different from the students’ of
earlier generations!
Whether we name them digital natives, rockets (Prensky) or virtual addicts, they
live, work, learn and think totally differently from earlier generations, including
the teachers’ generation.
From other Erasmus+ projects iCAP borrowed what is called “21st century young
students’ engagement criteria”:
- The missions must engage the young people in REAL-LIFE challenges, not in
artificial challenges

- The missions must be EPIC in the sense that they are deep, long-term and
immersive, creating considerable impact on the young people, unlike traditional
punctual and superficial engagement
- The missions must create an atmosphere of ADVENTURE, exploration and
complicated challenges, known to be very attractive to the young people,
creating very similar experience as the global video games in which the young
people are deeply engaged
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- The missions must create RESPECT for the young people in the community
through the various forms of community collaboration and alliances
- The missions must allow the young people to take
accomplishments and thus support personal growth

PRIDE in the

- The missions must allow young people to fluently integrate
and GLOBAL (internet and digital media)

LOCAL (action)

In short, the engagement criteria respond to the young student’s question:
“Why should I take an interest in this”?
In the old days students were sufficiently disciplined or obedient to simple do
what they were told; today this is not so.

CHANGE
One of the principles in innovation missions dramatically breaks away from
traditional teaching: whereas traditional teaching, including project based
learning and problem based learning, NEVER intended to change anything in the
real world, innovation missions are DIRECTLY AIMING TO CHANGE and innovate
things that do not work, or to exploit interesting new opportunities.
The intention to change is a great driver of learning 
Not only because it is important to change things that do not work, but because
the students’ learning gain new qualities when directed towards real-life
change!
What does it mean that innovation missions are aimed at real-life change?
What principles emerged from the practical missions?
The most important are:
→ aimed at change the students will be more committed to the missions
→ aimed at change it means that other people are depending on the missions
and their results
→ aimed at change means that the student teams will need to accomplish
→ aimed at change the missions will make the students feel a new kind of pride
→ aimed at change the students will need to go through the major and
demanding phases of entrepreneurial initiatives
All this might sound “too demanding” for secondary school students, even for the
oldest classes.
We do, however, trust in Prensky’s words: “we are constantly underestimating
our young generations”.
Many of our practical missions precisely evidenced that students at this age (14
to 16) are capable of much more than become visible in traditional teaching.
The commitment to change endows the learning processes with dramatically new
and future-oriented qualities and competence development.
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ACCOMPLISHMENT
The project is in certain respects inspired by learning pioneer March Prensky’s
accomplishment philosophy:
Prensky claims, and documents through the many practical projects, that the
obligation and the opportunity to accomplish create an entirely new and serious
dimension in the learning.
Accomplish simply means that the innovation missions are creating some kind of
results for groups of people in the community, regardless of the nature of this
community.
The student teams are not only drawing up a good plan, or playing with new and
interesting ideas; they are – as a principle – obliged to take the mission as far as
possible, and if possible to the state of accomplishment.
Whether the mission is in fact accomplished or not, the commitment to
accomplishment will drive the learning process towards deep engagement,
dedication and a lot of capacity building.
Accomplishing represents a very strong intentionality in the activities.
Obviously, accomplishing important things in the community is a strong source of
pride and self-confidence, including for so-called less academic learners.
Accomplishing is a vital element in the strong inclusiveness of the innovation
missions.
In some cases dedicated students are pushing for flexible mission engagement
during weekends and even during holidays.
The schools and teachers should support the creation of such “new learning
cultures”.
“Missions” clearly indicate that something important must be accomplished, and
that it will not be easy.
“Missions” indicates the will to change.
Not only because it is important to change things that do not work, but because
the students’ learning gain new qualities when directed towards real-life change!
Many of our practical missions precisely evidenced that students at this age (14
to 16) are capable of much more than become visible in traditional teaching.

TEACHERS
Our experience as practice partners in this project has enabled
us to uncover some principles we believe should serve as
guidelines for other people who desire to foster innovation
interest and capacity among students:
- Involving students and teachers who can think creatively (out of
the box) and who desire to actively experiment and change their
environment/community
- Allowing the students to take the lead and entrusting them
with decision-making power
- Allowing the young people space and showing them trust and
respect
- Working in small teams is more effective than large groups
- Sharing responsibility within the team
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- Encouraging the students to think creatively and reflect upon
the results of their actions

The most important principle is to have a team who has a
friendly vibe. So, at the beginning of the project we started with
different team building activities that helped created a relaxed
and safe environment. Young people could speak out without
being afraid that somebody will laugh at their ideas.
Principles for a good team:
- Team leader should be voted and not selected by the teacher
- The vibe in the team should be friendly and open minded
If the idea fails everything is still ok and to know that is very
important

The most important thing is for student to understand what
innovation is and how important is to be able to think in
innovative ways… Secondly it is also really important for students
to understand that in order for learning to take place they don’t
have to be sitting in a classroom or being in front of a computer
screen… learning could also take place when you are closely
working with members and the authorities of the local society.

Rather than the fact that if they have chosen the mission or not,
it’s important that they have a level of decision in the process,
sometimes they have not chosen the mission purpose but then
they decide how to develop it and they get challenged.
Rather than the final product, what we are interested in is the
process. Students do not know how to work in teams even though
they have been working in groups since they were young.
Contacting stakeholders outside school is a step that we did not
reach before with the other school projects and that we want to
keep on developing.

STUDENTS
Most importantly, all team members need to know the exact
purpose and objectives of the project and work as a team to
achieve the goals. Moreover, we could say that dedication,
creativity, team work and enthusiasm are some key principles.
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The most important principle in creating innovation interest and
capacity is to keep motivation up high with different team
building meetings and to have a stress-free environment.

They are interested in innovation, but it is difficult for them to
create innovation. They do not have many resources and they
have to use their creativity and imagination and this is difficult
for them, because they are not used to it.

KEY MESSAGES
The point is that the students should learn not only to focus on what
they like, but on combining what they like with what is useful for the
community.
In some cases dedicated students are pushing for flexible mission
engagement during weekends and even during holidays.
The schools and teachers should support the creation of such “new
learning cultures”.
“Missions” clearly indicate that something important must be
accomplished, and that it will not be easy. “Missions” indicates the will
to change.
In short, the engagement criteria respond to the young student’s
question: “Why should I take an interest in this”?
Not only because it is important to change things that do not work, but
because the students’ learning gain new qualities when directed
towards real-life change!
Many of our practical missions precisely evidenced that students at this
age (14 to 16) are capable of much more than become visible in
traditional teaching.
Whether the mission is in fact accomplished or not, the commitment to
accomplishment will drive the learning process towards deep
engagement, dedication and a lot of capacity building.
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How can ongoing innovation-fostering activities be
integrated in the school curricula, without being
limited by the curricula?
TEACHERS
Introduce more innovative lessons; timetabled project lessons
included in curriculum, as an example, currently in our school
year 8 have STEM lessons, which enable students to work on
different projects with less formal teaching. STEM encourages
self-sufficient learning, as teachers we give them a set project,
they use a range of resources to complete – little direct teaching
takes place, very much a “find out yourself” attitude which
students seems to really engage with! Introducing similar lessons
in all year groups would be beneficial. Also sharing the findings
of innovative projects with other teachers to encourage adapting
their teaching methods and resources to enable more
independent and curious learning for students.

This might prove to be one of the most difficult things to do, as,
unfortunately, the school curriculum doesn’t allow much space
for “open schooling activities”. However, some elements could
be adapted for use within the classroom in a way that would
further develop the students’ innovation interest and capacity.
Here are some ideas:
- Students could be involved in problem-solving activities more
often
- Students can be taught how to research an issue that interests
them and, in groups, think of possible solutions
- Students should be involved in extra-curricular activities, such
as cleanup activities, humanitarian activities which will further
develop their already gained skills

STUDENTS
As a team we have come up with ways innovation can be
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introduced into the school curricula. We think that for at least
one lesson a week we should have a lesson that involves the
students taking part in an innovative project. This would give the
students more independence to work with others and
themselves. We think these should be introduced in year 7 so
they can improve later on in school. This should not be only
included in one type of lesson but in most
lessons when possible.

We should probably teach other students what innovation means,
what we learned from our experiments and how they can be
involved in projects like these if they want to. We should explain
to them that they can only gain by being involved in this kind of
activities – not only by helping others (for example, humanitarian
activities) but also help themselves become better and more
open towards society and towards Europe.

Innovation engagement should not be a new subject in the curriculum, says the
Commission, nor should it be a series of punctual events across the school year.
It is rather a new dimension in learning and schooling, offering young students
immersive, continuous and community based experience and with the clear aim
to foster interest in changing things, detecting new opportunities, engaging in
interesting collaboration, playing detectives and explorers – and doing all this in
an at the same time playful and serious way.
Although innovation engagement shares many principles with creating
entrepreneurial mentality, innovation interest is more open, challenging and
explorative.

Curiosity, desire and exploration are key words.
School curricula is increasingly overloaded in most European schools and leaves
very little space for alternative and innovative learning activities.
There are few signs that this will change in the near future, and therefore
experimentation must happen in spite of school curricula.
Most European governments are more interested in the average national test
scores than in the young students’ learning.
One of the young students in the project bravely stated:
“If we could only manage these missions ourselves, and the teachers stop
controlling them, we would work in the missions for long periods, such as 2 or 3
years, and do it in school after school, in the week-ends and even during our long
boring summer holidays.”
What this brave student actually insists on is a new learning culture in which
students can engage in exciting real-life missions in as well as beyond school
hours, and plan their engagement according to their time, needs, interests and
resources.
This approach is certainly needed to avoid that restrictive school curricula
prevent young students from engaging in 21st century learning.
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Therefore, when approaching the crucial question about how innovation missions
can be integrated in school curricula, we need to provide answers at three
different levels:

1.

Changing school curricula
Schools, teachers and students should continuously put pressure on educational
authorities at all levels to change school curricula with the aim to reserve
considerable time in the weekly schedules for non-subject defined and test-free
activities.
Such non-subject defined and test-free activities might precisely be used for
innovation missions, entrepreneurial engagement – or similar forms of
experimentation equipping the young students with 21st century skills.
For example public authorities in future-oriented community, regions or
countries might decide that 1 day a week is reserved for such experimentation,
and that the school will be open after normal school hours to continued student
engagement.

2.

Integrating in school curricula
Until dedicated time and space is reserved for such experimentation as
innovation missions, the missions need, at least partly, to be integrated in the
school curricula.
Teachers dedicated to work with the students in innovation missions are
constantly negotiating such curricula integration with the school management
and with the other teachers.
First of all, teachers engaged in innovation missions need the full support of the
school management, and the school management should help negotiate flexible
integration of the missions in the weekly schedules.
Lessons learned from the iCAP tell us that there are different ways to integrate
innovation missions in the curricula:
- In some schools a few weekly hours are reserved for various forms of “open
activities”
- Sometimes a teacher decides to devote an entire subject-semester to the
innovation missions; the teacher will try to link the missions to that subject
- Sometimes a team of teachers of different subjects agree to jointly create the
time needed for the innovation missions; the team of teachers will try to
integrate the subjects into the innovation missions
In most cases the involved teachers need to combine various options to ensure
the needed time for the innovation missions.
In most cases these mosaic strategies are rather unsolid and less satisfactory for
the teachers as well as for the students.
However, no matter how flexibly the missions are integrated in the curricula over
a certain period, the students (and sometimes also the teachers) need to add
“personal time” to work in the missions.
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3.

Creating a new learning culture that allows young students to drive
innovation and other missions beyond school curricula and school
schedules
To repeat the brave young student:
“If we could only manage these missions ourselves, and the teachers stop
controlling them, we would work in the missions for long periods, such as 2 or 3
years, and do it in school after school, in the week-ends and even during our long
boring summer holidays.”
Educational authorities and schools should therefore make strong efforts to build
a new learning culture for teachers and in particular for students.
This learning culture does not need to depend on dramatic changes of the volume
and restrictiveness of school curricula, as our young generations cannot wait for
such changes. They need time and space to develop the 21st century skills and
capacity they will need in their further education and in their professional and
personal lives.
It makes sense to characterize such new learning cultures as open schooling.
Innovation missions should form part of such open schooling cultures alongside
entrepreneurial learning and community based learning.
Open schooling cultures would include the following measures:
- use possible free time and space in the curricula systematically
- allow student teams to pursue their interest and dedication after school hours,
and by provide resources to the young teams at the school after school hours
(open workshops)
- allow students to continue and deepen their mission engagement in weekends
and to some extent during long school holidays and provide basic resources to the
young teams at the school after school hours (open workshops)
- encourage student teams to deploy their innovation missions’ work to the
community in collaboration with key mission resources
- encourage the students to involve family and friends
- exploit their virtual social and gaming networks to the max, including involving
peers from other countries in the missions
Schools should therefore make constant efforts to stepwise establish such open
schooling cultures – in spite of existing curricula.

TEACHERS
Open curriculum is one of the options where we could integrate
an ongoing innovation-fostering activity in the school curricula.
That would mean for the student that they could choose one of
the open curriculum class and for the teachers that they don’t
have to do it for free.
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With the existing curricula and the existing teacher centered
classroom teaching approach it is difficult for ongoing
innovation-fostering activities unless these activities are done
after regular school hours and limited to at the most one year in
duration for the whole project. In the Greek school system these
types of activities could be partially done in the “project zone”.

We think that through Project work, students can keep on
learning how to innovate. Creativity is a must in our projects and
this is, we think, what enterprises look for when they hire a
worker. The content is all in the internet, the creativity to use
the content is hardly ever found in youngsters because schools
have been frustrating this creativity.

STUDENTS
We could integrate an ongoing innovation fostering activity after
school classes where the students could choose if they want to
be involved in the activities or not.

After a long reflection on what enterprises would need in the
future, after watching a documentary about this fact, students
have recognized that it is difficult for them to be creative
because they may fail with their ideas and they are terrified
when it comes to failure.
Students think we should not evaluate them so much, they think
we should give them enough confidence for them to invent, to
create, to innovate. They think we should also give them time to
build on the process of innovating, creating, etc.

KEY MESSAGES
Schools, teachers and students should continuously put pressure on
educational authorities at all levels to change school curricula with the
aim to reserve considerable time in the weekly schedules for nonsubject defined and test-free activities.
First of all, the teachers engaged in innovation missions need the full
support of the school management, and the school management should
help negotiate flexible integration of the missions in the weekly
schedules.
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To repeat the brave young student:
“If we could only manage these missions ourselves, and the teachers
stop controlling them, we would work in the missions for long periods,
such as 2 or 3 years, and do it in school after school, in the week-ends
and even during our long boring summer holidays.”
Schools should therefore make constant efforts to stepwise establish
such open schooling cultures – in spite of existing curricula.
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How can the needed collaboration with the
community be established, including with
resources involved in innovation?
TEACHERS
In achieving the actions we undertook, we established a close
collaboration with multiple partners from the local community.
The most relevant were with the local authorities - Craiova City
Hall, a local architect’s office who designed the plans for the
school sports hall, as well as with the Parents’ Council and a
local sponsor (who provided items of clothing and footwear to be
donated).
In dealing with all our partners from the local community, we
followed a simple and direct approach, while involving the
students all along the way. Following the identification of our
needs and goals, we established meetings with the stakeholders.
During the respective meetings, the students were allowed to
take the lead and develop their arguments. The students
themselves explained the essentials of the project, the needs
and the benefits for the local community.

By trying to make both the school community and the local
community understand the importance of collaboration. We
managed to make our students collaborate with the local
community and they have successfully cooperated with local
institutions like the city hall and the local Technological
Institution and they are still collaborating with them and with
others. We believe that a community may be judged by how it
responds to those in need. By understanding the importance of
collaboration between the members of the local community and
the school we create a safe, healthy, sustainable and inclusive
community.
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STUDENTS
To become more involved with the local community, I feel we
should start doing more charity work within school. As an
example, we could start doing a monthly/yearly collection of
different charities in the form of selling things around school,
doing collections for the foodbank, having different events in
which people have to pay for entry, raffles and other fundraising
methods. We could also have a volunteering program where
students or members of the community come together to (for
example) do a day’s of picking up litter in town or the park.

Unlike traditional teaching innovation missions address real-life and real-time
challenges in the community.
Real-life means that the innovation missions are carried out in the real social and
virtual worlds outside the artificial classroom.
Traditional teaching exclusively reflects the real world through educational
material and exemplary cases.
Traditional teaching does not invite students to act in the realities outside the
classroom.
There is a big difference between “knowing about” and “acting in”.
Unlike more punctual and tangential activities linked to the real world,
innovation missions also strive to impact the real-world, to change it.
Real-time activity means that the innovation missions address challenges or
problems here and now.
The missions need to work with things that matters to the community and its
people today and in the near future.
This is one of the demanding aspects of innovation missions: the flow of activities
cannot depend on the school curriculum but must follow how things happen here
and now in the community, for better or worse.
And things take time and are depending on many factors in the reality.
This is why flexible and long-term engagement must be possible for the young
teams.
Obviously, acting in real-time in the real world generates totally different sets of
skills, competences and capacity than classroom teaching.
In this way, innovation missions and other forms of open schooling develops
citizens dedicated to take action in and improve the communities they live in.
In iCAP we learned that “community” can mean very many and very different
things, such as:
- The town or city in which the students live
- A community in such a city, a “neighborhood”
- In certain cases a country or even a region, depending on the innovation
addressed
- A sub-community such as “the old people in the city”
- Various forms of virtual communities
- And perhaps even the establishment of a “new community”
Very often, the missions will address a combination of social and virtual
communities, and virtual communities are extremely important for the students
“time-outs”: privileged periods in which the students need to build knowledge to
work through and accomplish their missions: knowledge creation on demand, not
when scheduled.
There are no “right or wrong” communities.
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The key criteria for identifying the community to work in is that it allows the
intended immersive learning in innovation missions and at the same time
matches the key principles in innovation learning.
This also means that the innovation missions will need to depend on and address
real-life and real-time conditions, such as:
- Perhaps
- Perhaps
- Perhaps
- Perhaps
- Perhaps

some community players are not interested in the innovation mission
the resources for the mission are scarce or limited
there are political conflicts in the community
raising financial resources is very difficult
community stakeholders have little respect for young students

Very many things can obstruct a mission – as always in real life.
A most important lesson learned is about HOW to create good collaboration with
the community and with relevant players in the community.
In almost all innovation missions the student teams cannot go directly to certain
community resources and accomplish the mission.
In most cases the student teams need to work through many phases and steps to
finally accomplish the mission and start implementing the innovation.
Therefore we learned that there is a very close connection between
“community” and “alliances”.
The students need to identify and build up still stronger alliances with
community players to become strong enough to drive the innovation.
If the student team can create an alliance, a joint mission, with another school,
with an NGO, with some politicians or with some experts or a group of citizens,
they stand a much better chance when negotiating the mission with the local
government or a major company.
Working with the community and creating good alliances is at the same time the
best guarantee for the sustainability of the innovation: the stronger the
alliances, the more resources to continue the innovation.
A very positive lesson learned is that most people and organisations in the
community appreciate and value initiatives taken by young students 
The young teams can therefore promote themselves as the “city’s young
generation”.

TEACHERS
Human resources is key, I think we still have to make a big move
on that. Sometimes parents, relatives, friends can be great allies
and we have not exploited that at max. With the grandparents’
project we have realized this is possible and both grandparents
and children are really positive about the experience.
Local enterprises and local government have also been implied in
our projects and they are quite happy to be part of the students’
education.

STUDENTS
In the students’ view, working with partners from the local
community was an amazing opportunity.
“For example for the sports hall we worked with the architects
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and the mayor of the city. It was an amazing experience knowing
that they will actually listen to what we have to say. Also in the
play we worked with our teachers and we went to a festival to
learn a little bit more about what we need to do. We were very
involved in the actions so it wasn’t hard to create a good
atmosphere for all of us.”

KEY MESSAGES
There is a big difference between “knowing about” and “acting in”.
Unlike more punctual and tangential activities linked to the real world,
innovation missions also strive to impact the real-world, to change it.
This is one of the demanding aspects of innovation missions: the flow of
activities cannot depend on the school curriculum but must follow how
things happen here and now in the community, for better or worse.
Obviously, acting in real-time in the real world generates totally
different sets of skills, competences and capacity than classroom
teaching.
In this way, innovation missions and other forms of open schooling
develops citizens dedicated to take action in and improve the
communities they live in.
The students need to identify and build up still stronger alliances with
community players to be strong enough to drive the innovation.
A very positive lesson learned is that most people and organisations in
the community appreciate and value initiatives taken by young
students!
The young teams can therefore promote themselves as the “city’s
young generation”.
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How can capacity be built among teachers to
facilitate and support such learning activities?
TEACHERS
Because the teachers represent an essential factor in building
and facilitating innovation interest and capacity among students
it is therefore of utmost importance to raise awareness about the
importance, the mechanisms and the results of open schooling
activities. In some cases, mentalities need to be changed as not
all teachers are aware of the efficacy and benefits of such
activities.
One way of doing this is by disseminating the results of any
“open schooling” activities in the schools and analyzing them.
Another way would be by involving new teachers in the activities
so that they can benefit from the practical experience of their
peers who had been involved in the project earlier, thus
extending the team and also assuring a legacy to the project. It
is not only the students who need to develop skills, but teachers
as well. They need to move away from their traditional roles as
controllers to facilitators, from people who transmit knowledge
to people who enable the students to discover for themselves
and guide them in a gentle and understanding way.

Not all the teachers are ready to work with young students in an
open mind way. The teachers working should have a full support
from the headmaster and should not be pressured into working in
an area where they do not feel comfortable with. Meaning that,
if the teacher does not have the confidence to lead young
students to be innovative on their own, they should have a
choice and somebody else would be happy to take their place.

STUDENTS
Teachers need training courses in order to gain capacity to work
in large groups and create team spirit.
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The teachers should be patient and understanding. They should
know how to make children understand what the meaning of
teamwork is.

The teacher should be prepared and not try to force his own
ideas, but let the students grow their own.

A unanimous European policy and research community strongly recommends
using co-driving and co-creation as basic principles when fostering innovation
interest, skills and capacity, also in early schooling.
In practice this means that the young people will need to create innovation
interest, skills and capacity through real-life and real-time and practical
projects, not through classroom instruction and theoretical exercises.
This is paramount to the creation of authentic innovation interest, skills and
capacity.
However, the same is true for the young people’s teachers: also they will need
to create didactic competence in the field of fostering innovation mentality, and
they will do this through practical projects working side-by-side with the young
teams.
Practical experimentation in many schools from across Europe clearly evidence
that no teachers are prepared to work in innovation missions or in open
schooling!
The teachers engaging in such experimentation are front-runners and pioneers,
dedicated to bring about change in school education.
They struggle to make this happen, and sometimes they need to step back: the
obstacles are difficult to overcome and the workload too demanding.
Basically innovation missions dramatically contradict everything the teachers
learned during their professional education.
The classroom pedagogics does not work in open schooling.
And, of course, restrictive curricula and an increasing focus on tests and
quantitative evaluation is not making things easier for the dedicated teachers.
On the other hand, it is not sustainable that learning activities such as innovation
missions, entrepreneurial learning and open schooling will only be taken up by a
very small number of pioneer teachers.
The question is, then, what should we offer the teachers to build capacity and
motivation to create innovation missions for their young students?
And, who should provide such capacity building?
It is very difficult to point to educational authorities or teacher educations across
Europe providing such capacity building.
In the big picture such capacity building does not exist – outside such project
frameworks like Erasmus+.
In fact, this challenge is the very essence, raison d’être and rationale of the
iCAP project: to deliver useful guidance to secondary school and other teachers.
Should training courses be provided? What kind of training courses?
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Should teachers peer-learn? How?
Should open schooling capacity be integrated in the teachers’ initial and further
professional training? How?
Should the teachers be offered online courses and support?
Who would finance all this?
No single answer will solve the “problem” or the “needs” of the teachers.
The European Commission clearly states that teachers cannot build capacity to
deliver entrepreneurial oriented learning unless they are entrepreneurial
themselves.
And that they cannot learn this through traditional training, study or theory, but
only through practical experience.
The same is true for all forms of open schooling, including innovation missions.
Let us start with what should NOT happen:
- Traditional academic training courses will not work
- Individual online course will neither do the job
- Including open schooling as a subject in teacher education will not be sufficient
What SHOULD happen, then?
- During their practice periods teacher students should work with open schooling
in secondary schools, not only with teaching techniques
- Teams of teachers, such as 3-4 teachers, could join forces in one or more
secondary schools to experiment with open schooling and innovation missions,
supported by useful guidance material and guided by experienced peer teachers
from other schools
- Secondary schools might establish collaboration with a school with considerable
experience in open schooling and innovation missions, identified for example
through the dissemination of European or national projects
- Future-oriented local, regional or governments might decide to provide support
for schools and teachers willing to engage in open schooling and innovation
missions
- Dedicated schools can join forces and create Erasmus+ projects
All these options are affordable, possible and realistic, but only if the school
management strongly supports the teachers’ engagement.
The waves of such open schooling capacity building will most likely be generated
through and driven from what we will call “special power centers of capacity
building for pioneer teachers”.
Good examples of such power centers are precisely Erasmus+ projects and strong
and qualified national projects, or Prensky’s global ARISE Network.

TEACHERS
The teachers need to get out of the comfort zone of a teacher
oriented classroom and in order to do that they need
encouragement and continuous support through seminars or
conferences and providing them with the tools and flexibility in
the curriculum.
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The first step is to form teachers not to be worried if they do not
know everything. We, teachers want to control the classroom
and if we let students develop their own innovation capacity,
teachers cannot control the productions. So the first step is to
empower the teachers to increase their self-confidence.
The second step is to form teachers on how to develop projects
to help students work by themselves, autonomously, individually
and in groups. Students are not good at it and teachers should
help them learn.

STUDENTS
Students think that all teachers should try to be creative. In this
way, maybe, they would understand how they feel when they are
faced with a white sheet of paper and forced to develop an idea.
They say it’s not so easy.

KEY MESSAGES
Basically innovation missions dramatically contradict everything the
teachers learned through their professional education.
The European Commission clearly states that teachers cannot build
capacity to deliver entrepreneurial learning unless they are
entrepreneurial themselves.
And that they cannot learn this through traditional training, study or
theory, but only through practical experience.
The same is true for all forms of open schooling, including innovation
missions.
Teams of teachers, such as 3-4 teachers, could join forces in one or
more secondary schools to experiment with open schooling and
innovation missions, supported by useful guidance material and guided
by peer teachers from other schools.
During their practice periods teacher students should work with open
schooling in secondary schools, not only with teaching techniques.
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How can we ensure that innovation-fostering
activities will have a lasting and sustainable
impact on the young students?
TEACHERS
When deciding upon the how, the what and the why of our
activities we took into consideration the principles of innovation,
the needs of the school and the community, as well as the skills
and abilities that we desired to foster in our students.
Therefore, the students took the lead and investigated the needs
of the school and the community (and decided upon the
directions in which action was needed). They established that a
new sports hall would be beneficial for both the students in our
school and the community itself, that it would respond to the
need of the school population to be more involved in sports
activities. Moreover, they came to the conclusion that awareness
needed to be raised about ecology and fostering interest in
ecological activities in and around the school. As for the school
theatre activity, we consider this initiative to be innovative in
the school as drama-related extra-curricular activities were not
common in our school and the setting of a school theatre
represents an improvement in the school life.
Therefore, we consider that the actions undertook by our team
represent real innovation instances in the sense that they have
produced real changes/improvements in the life of our school as
well as of the community around the school.

Our innovation mission was to let the students think outside of
the school. To first find a problem in their local area and to try
to solve it. Students had different ideas and we than together
decided, inside each of the teams, how the tasks will be carried
out. The teams had to find amongst themselves who the team
leader will be and how they will finish the product. The
electronic badge team was very successful, but the Smart flower
team had problems with the location of the garden and the
teacher working with the students.
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We tried to engage the students as deeply as we could. I think
that they all got involved even though some were more
motivated than others. But what is clear is that they are now
closer to the idea of working in real innovation missions.
For our activities “innovation missions” means: identifying strong
community needs, creating ideas for missions and getting
support, taking the missions as far as possible.

STUDENTS
Our missions were real innovation activities because we used our
own ideas and we managed to change many things in our school.
Thanks to our efforts we are going to have a new, more modern
sports hall, we have a wonderful new lawn in our yard and we
now have an acting “company”. We didn’t have any of those
things before.

We learned how the process goes from the idea to the end
product. We believe that experience like that will be very
helpful in the future.

They tend to feel that if they have not chosen the mission they
are not so challenged. Although they chose it, we, as teachers,
marked some limits of redirected their firsts ideas, and that
seems to make them think they have not had full freedom to
decide and to act.

A valuable lesson learned from the iCAP project is that the innovation missions
will NOT automatically have a deep and lasting impact on the students.
Many students might work through such learning processes with very little lasting
results.
What does “deep and lasting impact” mean?
Open schooling, entrepreneurial learning and innovation missions aim to have a
lasting impact on the young students. If not, the engagement has not been
successful.
Lasting impact means:
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- The young student has engaged in the missions in such a way that the
experience integrates in the IDENTITY BUILDING of the young student along the
teenage years
- The innovation missions are, unlike punctual experience, precisely long and
deep enough to have an impact on the young student’s MENTAL STRUCTURE,
behaviour and self-image (“I am a person that can accomplish this and that…”)
- The experience integrates into the young person’s PERSONALITY, so to speak
- The young student builds up STRONG IDEAS about how to learn through taking
action, how to bring about change, how to work with other people, and how to
feel proud when accomplishing sometimes demanding missions
- The young student proves to himself or herself that he or she is able to plan and
pursue things they never through about in the classroom: he or she is now an
IMPORTANT AND RESPECTED PLAYER in a community
- The young student builds up a practice based SELF-CONFIDENCE easily
transferable to other contexts
Lasting impact therefore means different behaviour, different mentality and
different learning patterns that can be used and will be used in the young
person’s future education and working life – and as an active citizen.
It should be noted that open schooling and innovation learning methods will in
particular benefit what we might call “less academic learners” not doing so well
in the classroom.
Why is that?
Because open schooling and innovation mission learning is action-based, not
theoretical knowledge based.
Many so-called less academic learners appreciate such action-oriented learning,
and they often do better than very academic learners.
Innovation mission based learning is therefore extremely inclusive.
But how can we ensure that the innovation missions will have a lasting impact
on the young students – along with similar types of activity, of course?
We can ensure the maximum impact by making sure that the innovation missions
meet the basic quality criteria of the missions, of which the most important are:
(This is what we in iCAP learned to call “basic engagement criteria”)
- The innovation missions engage the young people in REAL-LIFE challenges, not
in artificial challenges
- The missions are EPIC in the sense that they are deep, long-term and
immersive, creating considerable impact on the young people, unlike traditional
punctual and superficial engagement
- They create an atmosphere of ADVENTURE, exploration and complicated
challenges, known to be very attractive to the young people, creating very
similar experience as the global video games in which the young people are
deeply engaged
- They create RESPECT for the young people in the community through the
various forms of community collaborations and alliances
- They allow the young people to take PRIDE in the accomplishments and thus
support personal growth
- They allow young people to fluently integrate their OWN TECHNOLOGY and
media preferences and activity in the learning processes
In short, the lasting impact on the students is simply depending on the quality
and authenticity of the innovation missions.
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TEACHERS
Building into learning in schools, allowing students that have
already taken part in innovative projects (iCAP) to disseminate
their knowledge and experience. Training other students to be
more independent and less reliant on step-by-step teaching and
guidance from teachers in their lessons, embrace own learning
and development.

The same principles that work for teachers could be applied to
students, as well. We believe that all of the students in our
school should be made aware of the principles, mechanisms and
results of our practical experimentation so that they understand
their importance and efficacy.
Therefore, dissemination is an extremely important tool and the
students who are part of the project and took part in its
activities should let other students know about what happened
there and about their achievements as well as their personal
gains (personal development). Moreover, in order to ensure a
legacy to the project, alumni or students who proved to be very
interested in the project could serve as role models in order to
stimulate the interest in innovation of the future student
generations.

And the students who were involved in these activities could
come back to school to guide the young students who are
starting.

The only way that innovation-fostering activities will have a
lasting and sustainable impact on the young students is if this
method will be used every year and with both the same students
as well as new students… The older students with their
experiences in such a project could help both their teachers as
well as their classmates with valuable advice and guidance.

Through this iCAP project we have learned a lot of things to help
us develop a new teaching methodology. As one of the members
of the head team is involved in the Erasmus+ project, the
educational path of the school is going to be modified, bit by bit,
to be able to reshape the way teachers teach and the way
learners learn.
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STUDENTS
The students believe that the following actions could prove
helpful in creating a legacy for the project:
- create a website to promote the project, its activities and its
results
- design flyers
- have students who took part in the project tell their
schoolmates about the project and its achievements

Just with the opportunity that the students have to speak their
free mind is an impact on its own, because usually in school we
are only there to listen and not so much speak.

They would like to continue working the way they have been
working during these past two years, although some of them, are
tired of working in group because they are really worried about
marks and they think in their groups there were people who did
not work as hard as they did and they did not deserve the same
mark.
So, again, what is important is to make them reflect that the
most important thing is the process they have learned, not the
mark they have got.

KEY MESSAGES
The innovation missions are, unlike punctual experience, precisely long
and deep enough to have an impact on the young student’s mental
structure, behaviour and self-image (“I am a person that can
accomplish this and that…”).
Lasting impact therefore means different behaviour, different mentality
and different learning patterns that can be used and will be used in the
young person’s future education and working life – and as an active
citizen.
It should be noted that open schooling and innovation learning methods
will in particular benefit what we might call “less academic learners”
not doing so well in the classroom.
Innovation mission based learning is therefore extremely inclusive.
In short, the lasting impact on the students is simply depending on the
quality and authenticity of the innovation missions.
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Which are the most important challenges for
secondary schools engaging in such new didactics?
TEACHERS
Develop specific guidelines at the start of the project, for
example list deadlines throughout the project range and state a
time scale. Identify key areas for them to investigate. Identify
team groups earlier in the project.

STUDENTS
We could have started off making a schedule and making sure we
can all understand what we are doing and when we should do it.
It would also help if we gave ourselves more time and started the
project earlier than using all of our own time. We would like to
speak to more people about our project and gone to our
foodbank and help them.

We could have involved more local authorities in our missions, so
that our missions would have been easier to handle. In plus, we
should have probably involved more students in the activities.

The iCAP experimentation revealed a series of important challenges that most
schools will have to face and manage when engaging in innovation missions based
on the open schooling methodology.
It is important that these lessons learned reach schools wishing to engage in such
experimentation and prepare them for these challenges.
It is also important that educational authorities and researchers are aware of
these challenges and pay attention to them when designing open schooling
initiatives or guidelines.
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Most fundamentally, schools engaging in innovation missions should be willing to
invite new learning cultures among the young students; new learning cultures
that even the students are not used to and very often do not understand in the
first phases of the activities.

Let us briefly summarize some of the general lessons learned into
recommendations:
→ Dialogues between the involved teachers and the school management should
clarify the nature and the volume of the experimentation and agree on a
commonly agreed platform
→ The school management should help the involved teachers find sufficient
time, space and resources for the involvement
→ Other teaches should be informed and invited to support the experimentation
through flexibility
→ The school should involve the students’ parents and help them understand
and support the new learning culture that might involve out-of-school time
and resources; the school might invite parents to be involved
→ The school should develop the innovation mission activity stepwise: the first
semester or year a few teams of 3-4 students; then expanding the activity
slowly to other students; the school need to produce solid experience in
limited activities
→ The school and the involved teachers should from the planning phase seek
collaboration with and guidance from more experienced schools and teachers
→ Teachers should never be involved individually but in small teams
→ Students should be between 14 and 16 of age, not younger; mixed gender
balanced teams of students with different learning styles are recommended
→ Teachers should increasingly hand over the management and driving of the
missions to the students; teachers are guides and facilitators, not team leads
→ Teachers should openly learn alongside the students
→ Teachers should strongly support the students’ community engagement, but
increasingly leave the collaboration to the students themselves
And, in particular:
→ Schools and teachers should use experienced and dedicated students as
role-models and guides for new students

Let us now point to some very important and specific challenges the schools and
the teachers should pay much attention to:
→ The teachers should carefully discuss the key quality and engagement criteria
of the innovation missions, in the teacher team as well as with the students
→ Teachers should help students ask critical questions to their ideas, to their
missions and to their community engagement
→ Teachers should allow the student teams to engage in long and deep missions
addressing authentic innovation; short-cutting should be avoided
→ Teachers must help the teams identify moments and situations calling for
time-out knowledge creation to pursue the missions, and should help
students organise such knowledge creation: knowledge creation on demand
and when relevant
Young students do not automatically appreciate innovation missions: it takes
more effort and existing resistance to schooling might be increased.
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Normally students start to appreciate the new learning culture after some time,
and when they do most students become very excited.
This means that one of the most important challenges for schools and teachers is
precisely to create strong motivation along the first phases of the missions.
When the students get excited, teachers should not hold back the students, but
let them unfold their ideas, initiatives and energy.
Mistakes and dead-ends are not to be avoided, but to be learned from.
The teacher team should continuously and openly discuss what they learn, how
they react to the students and what they need to do differently.
These are some of the challenges schools and teachers will need to struggle with.
However, the biggest challenge is to manage and appreciate the new learning
culture arising from the innovation missions: many traditional structures, roles
and habits will be questioned:
- The students might start criticizing the traditional teaching in various subjects
and ask for open schooling activities
- The students might start to work flexibly in the missions; in school, after
school, in the weekend and even during long holidays; the teachers will not
always be able to follow
- The students might along the missions raise a lot of questions about the
community; social, political, economic or ethical questions that the teachers are
not used to manage
In short, the challenges are many, but in the long run the benefits for the
students, the teachers and the school are incredible.

TEACHERS
In short, some of the most typical challenges to be encountered
might be (in our view):
- Finding the right team who is willing to work hard in order to
achieve the desired goal
- Managing time challenges (difficult to overlap schedules)
- Finding the funding/sponsorship in good time
- Breaking some mentality barriers (of some of the people
involved)
- Sustaining motivation

It is time consuming for the teachers and the students and if the
team is not prepared to work together than at the end you have
nothing. The team has to work well together, and the teacher
has to be the one motivating them and guiding them all the
time.

The students in secondary schools are teenagers and the
teenagers usually question everything that happens in their lives
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especially if we are talking about new ideas… The teachers also
feel comfortable in the zone of teacher oriented classroom and
some of them feel uncomfortable with any other approach. So
the secondary schools face the challenge of making the students
understand the importance of co-creation, of working with the
local community, of understanding the notion of innovation and
of trying to fit all these into an already heavy curriculum. They
also face the challenge of making the teachers understand that
the teacher oriented classroom should not be the norm in the cocreation approach.

Time, time and time

STUDENTS
The most important obstacles are mainly related to time and
resources. Teachers are supposed to work overtime and they may
not get paid for it, they must also prepare different materials,
which may over-charge them in their free time. Children have to
balance their daily work, study and homework and getting
involved in these innovative activities and they sometimes get
stressed and tired.

Good organizational skills, where you have to coordinate every
individual in the team and the schoolwork.

The students seem to be happy to experience new approaches
that have more saying in the learning process but they ask for
some time in order to be able to work and understand these new
approaches.

Students agree that the main problem is motivation. They think
not all the students are motivated enough to go for one project.
In one group there are different levels of motivation and this fact
makes students angry with their colleagues. Teamwork is
difficult and this is one of the reasons why.
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KEY MESSAGES
Most fundamentally, schools engaging in innovation missions should be
willing to invite new learning cultures among the young students; new
learning cultures that even the students are not used to and very often
to not understand in the first phases of the activities.
The school and the involved teachers should from the planning phase
seek collaboration with and guidance from more experienced schools
and teachers.
Teachers should increasingly hand over the management and driving of
the missions to the students; teachers are guides and facilitators, not
team leads.
Young students do not automatically appreciate innovation missions: it
takes more effort and existing resistance to schooling might be
increased.
Normally students start to appreciate the new learning culture after
some time, and when they do most students become very excited.
The students might start criticizing the traditional teaching in various
subjects and ask for open schooling activities.
The students might start to work flexibly in the missions; in school,
after school, in the weekend and even during long holidays; the
teachers will not always be able to follow.
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Which are the typical obstacles to such
engagement, and which are the typical less
exploited opportunities?
TEACHERS
Time was a major issue and we mainly used lunchtimes and after
school sessions to develop work or the project, this was difficult
to monitor at times as many of them attend other clubs/sporting
activities.
We struggled to get Foodbank representative in during our
sessions due to them finishing at 1.30 pm and being volunteers it
was difficult to arrange when school ended, this would have
helped them immensely and we had to rely on email
communication instead. Also at the start of the project the
students identified some prominent issues/concerns for
teenagers in our local area that we eventually decided were too
big to tackle during the project.

Innovating or trying to implement something new into the school
system is never an easy task. Most of the things are learned by
trial and error. The major obstacles that we had to overcome
were related to time management and funding.
Therefore, we found it difficult to find our way through the busy
schedules of the students and teachers and, most importantly,
the schedules of the local authorities we collaborated with. It
was especially difficult to find the right time to set a meeting
with the mayor so that the students could plead their case.
Secondly, it proved to be very difficult to find the funds
necessary to complete our missions (the sports hall) or to find
the right sponsors to help us in our humanitarian school
activities. (We had a sponsor who donated warm shoes for the
underprivileged children we were trying to help). However, we
managed to overcome most of the obstacles we encountered and
learned important lessons for our future projects/activities.
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The biggest obstacle we faced when working with students was
preparing the teachers to work with them in a different way that
they are used to. It is very important for creating an innovation
environment that the students aren’t feeling pressured into
doing something they don’t like. And the teacher to allow them
to take time in the process of brainstorming.

The biggest obstacle that we faced was to make students aware
of the notion of “innovation”. The students had difficulty to
come to terms with the idea of innovation and how to think in an
innovative way… So we had to spend a lot of hours in trying to
make them understand what innovation is mostly by providing
good examples of innovating thinking.

To find alliances out of the class (other teachers…) but also find
alliances from the parents and other actors in the community
(associations, companies…) mainly due to lack of community
project experiences. Once we have been able to get in touch
with other actors, usually the response has been very positive.

STUDENTS
We had to overcome a budget problem, as we wanted to do lots
of things but needed money. We also had to time and not
everyone engaging or not being interested in the topic and
communication with other people involved in project.

It was very difficult to find the human resources to get involved
in this project. Secondly, finding the right ideas for the missions
wasn’t an easy task either, because we had so many great ideas
that it was difficult to select the best ones.

For us, the major obstacle was that the ideas we had were very
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complicated, because there is so much bureaucracy involved. For
every idea that we wanted to create we had to do everything
from gathering information of existing similar products, to how a
product should work, and then how to make a product. For the
electronic badge we had to order all the components and
compare them with different providers. We learnt a lot of the
progress, but it was an obstacle, we had to overcome.

The students agreed that it was difficult for them to grasp what
innovation is but as they said their biggest obstacle was that they
didn’t know how to work so freely and outside the regular class…
At the beginning they found it as a game and they didn’t really
take their tasks seriously but later when they understood that it
was their responsibility to conclude their work they managed to
do it.

They say it’s boring for them, planning, they want to jump from
the idea to the result with no middle steps but then, they
realise, planning is key.

TYPICAL OBSTACLES
The lessons learned from the iCAP project are very clear:
Despite oceans of learning innovation rhetoric in 21st century Europe, when it
comes to practical experimentation the truth is that:

Education systems do not wish to change
Schools do not wish to change
Teachers do not wish to change
And public authorities do not wish to change at all
The education systems are power systems full of politics like so many others in
our societies and this means considerable resistance to real change.
Contrary to the self-images of educationalists, the education systems are among
the most conservative in our societies.
The amount of rhetoric is inversely proportional to practical innovation and real
change.
The consequences are that schools when engaging in innovation missions based
on open schooling principles should be prepared to face a long line of obstacles.
The most brave schools and teachers will turn such obstacles into challenges and
seek to overcome them.
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Let us briefly indicate some of the most typical obstacles to innovation missions
that schools and teachers (and students) should be prepared for:

TRADITIONAL EDUCATION MENTALITY
All schools and teachers basically suffer from traditional education mentality.
This is no surprise and it cannot be any different.
Classroom, teacher roles, test, curricula, control and inflexible learning cultures
come to our mind.
Even pioneer teachers will need to slowly work their way out and step by step
develop a new open schooling mentality.
Surprisingly, also most students suffer from such traditional education
mentality!
Students are not automatically innovative learners, on the contrary. They have
been formed and disciplined along the many years in school, and most 21st
century students simply try to “survive” and get through the school days the
easiest way possible – and with the view to work in virtual and social activities
that really interest them after school.
Most students need to discover a new form of dedication and engagement along
the first phases of the innovation missions.

SCHOOL CURRICULA
As described repeatedly, increasingly inflexible and restrictive school curricula
present a serious obstacle to any open schooling activity, representing increasing
political control of education.
In many schools overcoming this obstacle will take considerable efforts.

LACK OF RESOURCES
Most public schools in Europe are less resourceful; they only have the minimum
budget for implementing the basic school curricula.
The lack of free resources includes: time, space, economy, technology and
limited staff allocation.
It is therefore an entrepreneurial dimension in open schooling, and in innovation
missions in particular, to include resource creation in the initiatives.

TRADITIONAL WORKING CULTURES
Schools are very traditional work places; more traditional than many private
work places.
Rules and regulations and trade-unionism make it difficult for teachers (and for
school managements) to create the flexibility and additional resources needed to
work in the innovation missions.

RESISTANCE TOWARDS EDUCATION
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An increasing number of young students, says recent research, develops
considerable resistance to classroom teaching, as this classroom culture
contradicts the way they young generations think, learn and live.
This resistance to education presents a serious obstacle to open schooling and to
inviting the students to make an extra effort.
The students need time and strong motivation to realise that open schooling is
not classroom teaching.

LIMITED COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Innovation missions and open schooling in general depend on the collaboration
with and engagement of a variety of community players.
Many community players are not prepared for collaborating with young students
and need time to discover the benefits for the institution, for the community and
for the students.
This encourages the student teams to learn how to promote and “pitch” their
cases and their missions.

POLITICAL CONTROL
There is in Europa an increasing political top-down control in the education
system, based on short-term national economic interests.
This control is carried out through restrictive curricula and exams, but also
indirectly through national competitiveness from evaluation and measuring of
national educational performance.
The need to control the education systems might result in resistance towards
experimentation and change from educational authorities, in particular towards
initiatives not directly measurable by the applied quantitative parameters.

SHORT-TERM INTERESTS
The education system suffers from short-term interests from policy-makers,
school boards and managers and sometimes even from teachers.
Sometimes such short-term interest results in a “playing-safe” mentality, not
willing to engage in more strategic experimentation across for example several
years.
Engaging seriously in open schooling experimentation needs at least a 3-4 years
perspective.

PARENTS’ AMBITIONS
Many parents are, obviously, concerned about their young people’s education
and future employment opportunities.
Unfortunately this often results in parents being skeptical towards new and less
known experimentation, as they feel that such activity might take time and focus
away from the students.
Only few parents are able to see the “big picture” and appreciate the long-term
benefits of such innovation for their kids’ long-term employment opportunities in
the 21st century.
- Just to mention the most typical obstacles!
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Such obstacles should not prevent schools and teachers from engaging in open
schooling and innovation mission experimentation, but it is important that they
do not become discouraged by these obstacles.
However, not being aware of those obstacles is not helpful.

LESS EXPLOITED OPPORTUNITIES
On the other hand, many innovation missions will generate new and unforeseen
learning and capacity building opportunities that schools and teachers (and even
students) are not prepared for.
Once open schooling and innovation mission activities open up to the real world
and establish collaboration with a variety of community resources, very many
new opportunities might emerge.
In some cases the teachers and the student teams will welcome such new
opportunities as they help accomplishing the missions; in other cases they might
find such emerging opportunities disturbing and will decide not to pursue them.
There are in general 3 ways to respond to new opportunities:
1.
The student teams and the supporting teachers can integrate the new
opportunities in the innovation missions
2.
The student teams and the supporting teachers can decide not to pay further
attention to the new opportunities, as this might disturb the innovation missions
3.
Finally, the student teams and the supporting teachers can decide not to engage
directly in the new opportunities, but describe them and share them in the
school for other and future innovation missions to explore and benefit from.
This will need a good sharing culture in the school.
What might “new and less exploited opportunities” refer to?
Let us simply list typical examples of such unforeseen opportunities emerging
along the innovation missions:
→ along the innovation mission the student team discovers that their
engagement should take ANOTHER DIRECTION than planned
→ during the collaboration with important community resources, such as a
research centre or an NGO, the student team is encouraged by the
collaborators to FOLLOW NEW CHALLENGES
→ while creating an alliance in the community to serve the progression of the
innovation mission, the student team is contacted by a high-level regional
resource inviting them to follow the directions in RECENT RESEARCH
→ when negotiating with the local government, the student team is forced to
realise that the mission is of LESS INTEREST to the government; however, the
local government invites the team to collaborate with them and address
challenges more important to the government
→ while chatting about their innovation missions in a global gaming network,
the students discover that some students from South Korea is very excited
about the missions, and they ask the student team to WORK WITH THEIR
SCHOOL
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→ the student team in contacted by a school from another European country
engaged in an Erasmus+ project about open schooling; the school invites the
student team to work with them and SHARE their innovation missions
→ the student team happens to design an innovation mission much more
important to the community than expected; along the negotiations the local
government and a local NGO invite the student team to create a new
PERMANENT FORUM in the community addressing this important challenge
→ just as the student team was driving the mission forward, it appears that a
GROUP OF SENIORS from the community center would like to work with the
student team and engage deeply in the mission
→ when building the needed alliance for the mission the student team has a
meeting with the local entrepreneurial hub; the local entrepreneurial hub
invites the student team to CREATE AN ASSOCIATION to ensure continued
engagement in the challenge in the community
→ the local RADIO broadcaster finds the student team’s mission increasingly
interesting and invites the student team to participate in an ongoing weekly
programme
→ accidently, the student team happens to meet a small but very dynamic local
virtual animation company; at some point the company invites the students
to work with the company to create a VIRTUAL ANIMATION STORY to be
published through the company’s web platform
In case such new and unexploited opportunities emerge along the innovation
missions, the students and their teachers will need to decide to follow one of
three options from above:
1.
The student teams and the supporting teachers can integrate the new
opportunities in the innovation missions
2.
The student teams and the supporting teachers can decide not to pay further
attention to the new opportunities, as this might disturb the innovation missions
3.
Finally, the student teams and the supporting teachers can decide not to engage
directly in the new opportunities, but describe them and share them in the
school for other and future innovation missions to explore and benefit from.
This will need a good sharing culture in the school.
In the case of more “traditional school projects” such opportunities normally do
not occur.
However, as the students are addressing challenges of great interest to the
community, and are working with community resources in long mission periods, it
is most likely that such opportunities pop up from time to time.
In addition, it is likely that the student teams’ activity at some point will
encourage the school to use some of the most dedicated students as role-models
and guides for new student teams, and perhaps even in the context of European
projects.
[Please refer to Young students as role-models - An iCAP perspective below]

TEACHERS
School curriculum requirements on time and content delivery.
Timetable constraints. Set content from department of
education and also exam preparations.
Set attitudes to ‘good teaching and learning’ in schools –
restricting some teachers by inhibiting their teaching style and
deliver and also the need to cover all aspects of a
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curriculum/exam specification.

Typical obstacles may include demotivation of some of the team
members (when encountering difficulties, such as inability to
immediately find funding or sponsorship), especially younger
students who have little or no experience in such type of
endeavor. Therefore, the coordinating teachers should act as
constant motivators and support the students morally all the
time.
In addition, teamwork and its principles (cooperative work,
mutual respect, sharing responsibilities) may also prove to be
challenging at times, also due to the lack of practical experience
of some of the team members.
However, if keeping in mind certain key words, such as
cooperation, dedication to the “cause”, support, hard work,
empathy and enthusiasm, any kind of difficulty can be overcome.

The typical obstacle is the mindset of the school education
system, which does not allow much free curricula. The students
are overwhelmed with everything and they don’t have time to
foster any innovative thinking.

As usual, in any instance that you try to apply something new you
encounter difficulties… In this case the typical difficulties were
to make the students work in a new approach and to make them
collaborate with members of the local community… as well as
make the local community to work with a school community.

The main obstacles, according to our experience, could be
divided into:
1. - the motivation of teachers. Teachers are not always happy
to leave their comfort zone and enter into the world of the
unknown.
2.- sometimes, even though students work hard, they feel as
they are not learning a lot, because they do a lot of things, they
decide a lot of things but it is not framed in any subject (maths,
science...).
3. - It is always difficult to make them work for a long-term aim.
They need immediate results and this is not what this project
pretends.
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STUDENTS
The difficulties we encounter in these projects are due to the
lack of time that children and teachers have. Also it is hard to
find the best idea to innovate because, in my opinion, all of the
ideas that children have are great, so there were a lot of less
exploited opportunities due to lack of time.

We think that even if we have the opportunity to speak, the
teachers do not really listen to what we are trying to say.

They agree with us that they should be motivated in order to
work hard, but they think the first person to be motivated to
work with them is the teacher, and sometimes teachers are not.
Even though we were happy to see the stakeholders very
motivated to participate with us in all our projects, the students
thought that these people would open their doors immediately
and participate economically with them in different ways, but
for the students they were not, they needed a lot of information,
a lot of meetings, and students are not used to work hard for
their ideas.

KEY MESSAGES
Even pioneer teachers will need to slowly work their way out and step
by step develop a new open schooling mentality.
Surprisingly, also most students suffer from such traditional education
mentality!
Students are not automatically innovative learners, on the contrary.
They have been formed and disciplined along the many years in school.
Most students need to discover a new form of dedication and
engagement along the first phases of the innovation missions.
It is therefore an entrepreneurial dimension in open schooling, and in
innovation missions in particular, to include resource creation in the
initiatives.
The resistance to education presents a serious obstacle to open
schooling and to inviting the students to make an extra effort.
Many community players are not prepared for collaborating with young
students and need time to discover the benefits for the institution, for
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the community and for the students.
Engaging seriously in open schooling experimentation needs at least a 34 years perspective.
Only few parents are able to see the “big picture” and appreciate the
long-term benefits of such innovation for their kids’ long-term
employment opportunities in the 21st century.
In the case of more “traditional school projects” new opportunities
normally do not occur.
However, as the students are addressing challenges of great interest to
the community, and are working with community resources in long
mission periods, it is most likely that such opportunities emerge from
time to time.
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How can Erasmus+ projects contribute to
fostering innovation interest and capacity among
young students?
TEACHERS
New ideas for developing students – Erasmus projects should give
schools/teachers the opportunity to develop innovative projects,
identifying key areas/project that would promote innovative
initiatives
Financing projects – enabling teachers and managers in schools
the means to facilitate such projects/initiatives.

There are many ways in which the collaboration between schools
and the community could further be exploited. As far as topics
are concerned, our school would greatly benefit from projects on
ICT, projects that could help foster the students’ re-engagement
in science (such as open science schooling) or projects
concerning environmental issues.

Teacher mindset to work more open minded, the school system
to be more open and to allow more open curricula where
different projects can be integrated in regular school work.

In our opinion teamwork is essential. How to make students work
in teams, how to make them work hand by hand in
heterogeneous groups is very important. Teachers may not have
the ability to involve all learners so maybe it would be a great
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idea to share strategies and methodologies. Any project related
to this issue would be very interesting for us.

Key projects to enable students to take part in areas not covered
in a school academic curriculum. Looking at developing key
social skills for future careers and studies. Enabling students to
engage with students from other cultures and educations
establishments (Universities) – broaden their outlook and giving
them a wider spectrum of knowledge and skills.

Although there are various directions for Erasmus+ initiatives to
go, as far as our institution is concerned, we believe that all
those involved could benefit mostly form initiatives that would
involve further development of the students’ life-skills that
would help them gain linguistic, intercultural and communicative
abilities.
We believe that any experimentation which is in line with a
learner-centred pedagogy is likely to develop our students’ skills,
motivation and self-confidence, thus enabling them to take the
first steps in becoming effective and responsible European
citizens.

The Erasmus+ project already meets the needs of the students
because through them they work collaboratively, they need to
integrate all of their abilities, they need to reach a common long
term goal and they work to achieve it.
Concerning teachers, we have made teachers from different
subjects travel to experience the mobilities and they value the
experience very positively. They know they need to work in a
different way and experiencing how other teachers work is very
motivating.

STUDENTS
Allowing lessons and time for the Erasmus project, instead of
having to rush some parts of it when we haven’t got the right
amount of time or equal amount to other schools involved. Doing
everything outside the working day was quite difficult.
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Schools must provide appropriate working spaces, materials and
a budget for further activities and projects. Although the
schools’ management and staff may be open to such activities,
many teachers avoid to get involved, because of their lack of
experience. English language knowledge is also often a
challenge, in many cases.

According to the students, teachers should do a lot more to
change classrooms, to change schools, they think they should be
studying in a proper building, without gates and fences, as they
have seen in other countries, and they think they should fight to
have that in our high-schools even though the administration has
strict laws on these they think they could try to change it. They
say a project about this would motivate them enough to work for
their future.

By building their confidence and allowing them to communicate
with other young people from different countries.

Schools need modernity, need a new spirit in accordance with
the trends of communication and interaction that are currently
promoted worldwide. Europe is no longer limited by physical
boundaries, teachers and students need to interact with each
other and exchange good practices, they need to learn to
develop new and easy learning strategies make the best out their
ideas.

The students think that the way they have been connected to
real life through this project is of great value and they would like
to be implied in other projects of this nature.

The students were very radical, they think schools in our
region should change a lot and the European projects could
help. They have seen other ways of doing through this I-cap
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project and they would love to unify teachers and schools
criteria to help them learn. They think maybe the mobilities
could last a bit longer for them to experience the school of
the country they are travelling to. They also think maybe they
could be living in the host country for a month or more and
they could sense how students in that country feel when going
to school. Another idea is to open up frontiers and go to
underdeveloped countries. They think maybe some of the
students, seeing how students on underdeveloped countries
go to school; they would appreciate much more the school in
their own region.

PART ONE – THE POTENTIALS OF ERASMUS+ PROJECTS
If a secondary school in Europe decides to engage in open schooling and
innovation missions to build 21st century capacity among their young students, it
has the following typical project options:
An innovation mission project based on school resources
An innovation mission project sponsored by innovative resources in the
community or region
An innovation mission project financed and supported by the local or national
educational authorities
An innovation mission project financed by open national funding programmes
An innovation mission project financed by European funding programmes –
Erasmus+
Each of these project formats has strengths and weaknesses.
Some of them are more challenging than others, while all of them will need the
investment of considerable school resources.
In some cases a combination of these project formats might be a very strong
option.
In this context we would like to point to some important potential in European
Erasmus+ projects.
Schools and teachers in the process of engaging in innovation missions based on
open schooling principles might wish to take these potentials into consideration.
Which are, then, the specific and unique potentials of Erasmus+ projects?
→ Erasmus+ projects can be designed precisely according to the needs and
INTERESTS OF THE SCHOOL, the teachers and the students
→ Erasmus+ projects provides a SOLID PROJECT PLATFORM of 2-3 years backed
up by a known and more or less solid funding
→ Erasmus+ projects by definition offers teachers and students long-term
collaboration with teachers and students from OTHER COUNTRIES
→ Erasmus+ projects provides teachers and student teams with well-defined
PLANS, PROGRESSION AND OBJECTIVES
→ Erasmus+ projects offers the participants the opportunity to PROMOTE the
initiatives as initiatives supported by the European Commission
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→ Erasmus+ projects often result in concrete and USEFUL OUTCOMES that can
be exploited in very many directions
→ Erasmus+ projects often results in the creation of LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIPS
between schools and teachers that might lead to further project
collaboration (and friendships and further mobility opportunities for the
students)
→ Erasmus+ projects can be the key platform for the school’s STRATEGIC
INTEREST in open schooling and innovation mission learning
Which special challenges should any Erasmus+ project in the field of open
schooling take into consideration?
The school should make an effort to exploit some special Erasmus+ potentials to
the max:
→ An Erasmus+ project should lead to new learning cultures to benefit the
school at large, including future students
→ Dedicated students should be co-driving such new learning cultures and serve
as guides for new students
→ An Erasmus+ project should lead to the establishment of a local/virtual ecosystem of innovation capacity building to make the project results
sustainable and for new students to tap into
→ An Erasmus+ project should lead to the mobilization and engagement of the
local government for educational innovation
→ An Erasmus+ project should lead to further Erasmus+ projects in a strategic
perspective
How can Erasmus+ initiatives take innovation mission learning and open
schooling further?
A few Erasmus+ projects will not result in solid open schooling innovation –
neither in the participating schools, nor at European level.
Changing European school education is like changing the direction of a giant
containership.
Increasing, continuous and solid Erasmus+ projects will be needed across a
considerable time period – such as Erasmus+ 2021-27.
Based on the iCAP innovation mission experience several challenges should be
addressed by new waves of Erasmus+ initiatives, such as for example:

How can the new generations of teachers be prepared for open schooling
and innovation mission learning along their professional education?

How can teachers in secondary school build capacity to provide 21st
century open schooling and innovation mission learning for their students?

How can open schooling be taken to a more advanced level and lead to
local eco-systems of open schooling?

How can innovation mission learning be integrated in several curriculum
subjects and represent a dynamic cross-subject capacity building of the
students?
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How can the schools build permanent community learning spaces for
innovation missions, entrepreneurial missions and open schooling?

How can schools engage dedicated young students in co-driving of
innovation missions and open schooling, and as role-models and guides for
the new generations of students?

How can the schools build new learning cultures, combining school,
community, family and internet and engage dedicated students as codrivers?

How can the students’ families be engaged in open schooling and in
innovation missions in the community?

How can school curricula be increasingly directed towards the Global
World learning and engage students in learning through taking change
action?
[Please refer to Young students as role-models - An iCAP perspective below]

TEACHERS
There could be an online forum, where innovators and young
people could share their ideas with others. Like an open blog
where different innovators could upload their ideas to talk with
different innovators and share and collaborate.

We believe that an Erasmus+ project that deals with innovation /
entrepreneurship should include and demand from the partner to
establish close ties with the local community. And we believe
that the national general government as well as the European
government should be asked by the community partners
(including schools) to establish networks of collaboration.

It would be a very good idea to have experts on the topic of
innovation that could travel to the schools and empower
students. Only students who travel finally get the general idea of
collaboration among projects. Maybe through skype, at least
during one session of the mobilities cooperative work, could be
watched live. Maybe in this way the sense of collaboration would
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increase.

Nationally – develop the need for more project work in the
school curriculum – give time for students to develop their own
learning personalities – open projects for Erasmus+ - working
with schools and government to consider a range of project
content for students to tackle.

The support of public authorities (in our case, the Town Hall and
the City Council) seems to play a vital role in organizing some of
the activities that the young people undertook. We couldn’t have
started the project of building a sports hall for the school
without the approval and support of the local authorities.
Moreover, by agreeing to meet with the students and listening to
their opinions and their arguments, the local authorities
contributed to the development of the students’ self-confidence
and self-esteem.
In our view, the local and national authorities should therefore
actively support all Erasmus+ initiatives as they represent
effective ways to prepare future action-oriented citizens for
their cities/countries.

Public authorities role should be to help with the promotion
(with free promotion, young innovators could get sponsors or a
pathway to companies who would be happy to have them on a
team).

Public authorities should be completely involved in our projects
to help us develop responsible and involved future citizens, and
they are. The only problem is that they do not have a lot of time
to devote to the high-school. Maybe we should, somehow, force
them to work together with us and cooperate, only in this way
they would feel completely involved in our educational
methodology.
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STUDENTS
Have a website that includes how to work innovatively on
projects. Even have it introduced more into the school
curriculum.

In the students’ view: experience comes with practice, so the
only way to increase experimentation is to develop as many
projects as possible.

They think that the most important thing is to travel. They would
all have wanted to travel to see how other students created and
developed their own projects. It is difficult to transmit what you
have experienced with the same intensity.

Getting people to come in and speak to young people about
innovation and how it affects everyday life, how it can be used in
jobs.

The public authorities should support schools in implementing
new Erasmus+ projects, by providing the necessary budgets. They
also should organize campaigns for promoting schools’
possibilities to apply for these projects and organize centralized
training sessions for the potential members of the project teams.

PART TWO – CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN THE ERASMUS+ PROGRAMME
As demonstrated above, the Erasmus+ programme offers considerable potentials
to schools to be engaged in innovation mission learning and open schooling.
However, along with experience from similar initiatives, the iCAP project also
made visible some of the serious weaknesses in the Erasmus+ programme; in
particular weaknesses from a secondary school perspective.
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We find it appropriate to list some of the most important weaknesses:

Application

The Erasmus+ programme has become so demanding and competitive that it is
almost impossible for average secondary schools to create successful applications
and manage projects successfully.
A secondary school will need considerable support from Erasmus+ experts to
engage in the programme.

Control and administration

Erasmus+ is suffering from overloaded control and administration procedures,
making participation problematic for secondary schools and their teachers, and
re-directing the focus from accomplishing the project.

Inflexible funding

The Erasmus+ budget structure in inflexible and cannot incorporate specific
project features or interests.
In general most of the activities are underfunded.

Underestimation of student mobility

The funding of student mobility reflects a total underestimation and lack of
respect for students’ engagement in the projects.
The mobility funding is inflexible and the funding does not cover even the most
basic mobility costs.
This is a serious weakness, as we are trying to engage students as co-drivers and
co-creators, as recommended by the European Commission, and as the student
mobilities are the most creative, dynamic and productive activity in many
Erasmus+ projects.

Traditional educational paradigms

The Erasmus+ programme and budget design still reflects old traditional
educational paradigms. It is therefore difficult to create real open schooling
initiatives in the Erasmus+ programme.
The basic assumptions behind the Erasmus+ programme should be re-directed
towards 21st century learning.
We must re-think education, says the Commission, and that should include rethinking the Erasmus+ platform.
The organisation of the Erasmus+ programme into vertical educational sectors
should be accompanied by an equally important horizontally organised Erasmus+
platform for cross-sector and community based projects.

Community partnerships

The Erasmus+ programme and budget structure still reflects old traditional
educational paradigms, and one of the consequences is that it is difficult to
create the flexible community partnerships needed in projects experimenting
with mission based learning, entrepreneurial learning and open schooling in
general.

Sharing and coordination
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The coordination between and sharing of for example open schooling projects are
too weak: many projects repeat already carried out experimentation instead of
building on this experimentation and taking the challenges further.
The “learning from each other in Erasmus+ is very weak” and many resources are
wasted.
Secondary schools should have a voice to address such weaknesses in the design
and programming of Erasmus+ 2021-27.

TEACHERS
Erasmus projects give teachers/staff in schools a reason to
explore new ideas, which in turn allows experimentation in
schools. The purpose of the projects instill this and require
outputs and deadlines as otherwise the ideas can move slowly
with no impetus.

In our view, Erasmus+ projects provide the right setting for
fostering the young people’s innovation interest and capacity.
Not only do they allow the students to cross the boundaries of
the traditional classroom format and enable them to practically
experiment various ideas that they might have, but also motivate
them in various ways. First of all, they feel compelled to pursue
their actions because they understand that they are part of a
greater enterprise than those normally undertaken at the school
level and develop a desire to do well and achieve their goals.
Moreover, within the Erasmus+ framework, the students as well
as the teachers involved benefit from precious exchanges with
their peers across Europe, they learn from one another’s trials
and errors and also learn about other school systems and cultural
realities.
In conclusion, we might say that the Erasmus+ framework is an
extremely useful and effective way of experimenting with
innovation-fostering in secondary schools.

Erasmus+ projects are the best way to collaboration between
countries. As a teacher you have an opportunity to see how
different school system work and to establish a network of
people who have a similar mindset and to help you if you need
guidance.

We think it is a great opportunity to foster innovation we
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managed to start learning how to imply our students in
community collaboration. They have
cooperated with many institutions and they are still collaborating
with others. But now, that they would be ready to start their
own autonomous project, it’s time to end up. So maybe these
projects should last longer.

Students have started to ‘network’ using social media, many
contacts in other countries have been made and ideally, this will
continue to flourish after the project finishes.

The transnational collaboration between teachers and students is
perhaps one of the most precious “products” of the project and
will be valued in the future both within the context further
collaborations (other projects) and on a personal level.
At the school level we will try to further develop the connections
we have established with our peers from other European
countries and attempt to take part in other projects together
(eTwinning could be a way to further develop those connections
alongside other Erasmus+ projects).
On a personal level, all the participants involved in the project
(both students and teachers) have benefited from extremely
interesting exchanges with other teachers and students in Europe
and developed openness towards other cultures, other
educational setups that they were unaware of previously. Last
but not least, they have developed social relationships and
learned from the practical experimentations of the other teams’
valuable lessons that they will be able to use in the future.

Transnational collaboration is a great way for teachers and
students to experience different cultures. Each collaboration
always brings new ideas and a fresh perspective.

We believe that the transnational collaboration between
teachers and students in Erasmus+ projects is of great
importance since it will make students more interested in various
aspects of Europe and lead them to feel more European and it
will help them to improve their communicational skills.
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Transnational collaboration is one of the best ideas of the
Erasmus+ projects. Maybe sometimes we missed a bit more
guidance of the knowledge partners. We think they are focused
on collecting and editing material from our projects but not so
much on guiding us, from the very beginning, on how to improve
and develop our projects.

A set project for different areas – many countries have the same
issues/concerns in their communities. This would provide
excellent comparisons and allow students to discuss their
projects more comfortably and research-wise would provide good
data to focus innovation-initiatives.

In our opinion, the Erasmus+ format is entirely appropriate for
the desired purpose – nurturing innovation interest and capacity
among our students. However, any form of project that will
enable the students to develop their skills, their motivation and
their self-confidence would be welcome.

Maybe longer periods of time on transnational meetings would
allow students and teachers get more involved and get more
information and ideas on how to develop their own projects.

Erasmus+ projects provide great opportunities for young people
to fit into European community; they prepare them for a life
within the boundaries of the European Union and develop them
both morally and socially for a life as open-minded and fulfilled
citizens.

STUDENTS
We believe that these projects would work well as being a
lesson. This is because it teaches children how to put their ideas
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forward with confidence and helps them build vital team working
skills that will help them in the future. As a lesson, the students
would be able to spend more time working on their project
rather than just having one lesson every few weeks and having to
use their own time to do more preparation. It would enable them
to be able to speak freely within a group and not feel judged or
hesitant. Making innovation a lesson could hugely benefit the
students and help them build relationships with their peers.

I think that this kind of projects are one of the most reliable
instruments for fostering innovation in schools, because they
open the teachers’ and students’ eyes and minds towards a new
way of thinking and acting in the school environment and
outside, on the way to a strong community and European
development.

It was difficult for them at the beginning. When they are faced
with a white sheet of paper or a white screen… it’s difficult to
get ideas. Maybe it would be a good idea to watch a video at the
beginning of the Erasmus+ project to see what other students
have done through these projects and see what possibilities they
have.

We valued the collaborations with other countries as it helped
with our team working skills between one country and another
we did this by building friendships with the other students
through being put in mixed groups of different countries.

“I will use my experience within the project in order to bring the
new ideas I learned in my class and in my school and I think that
this experience is a gain for me as a person, as a future adult, in
a future that strongly relies on innovation and creativity. I gained
confidence in myself, in my team and in the possibilities that
Europe offers for my development.”
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Young students value very positively the fact that a few of them
can travel and experience the cooperation themselves. They
think this should be extended to most of the participants, so
their demand is to travel with a bigger group of students.

They say that before travelling they do not know the essential
idea of the project and when they travel they come back home
with a very clear idea of what all is about. So travelling would be
essential for all of them to get motivated enough to start work.

We believe that meeting up with other countries again will
benefit us as we can learn more about the things they have
contributed towards the project and take ideas and use them to
further develop our own project. We can also learn more about
the purposes of their chosen project and how it affects them. We
can also see that we are more fortunate than we think and this
helps us appreciate what we have.

The students argued that they are willing to participate in any
kind of projects that would involve creativity and active
learning.
“I didn’t have the occasion to be in other projects yet, but I find
this format to be perfect for reaching the objectives that have
been set and it was a great pleasure for me to be part of it.”

“I think that many more students should have the opportunity
to participate in this kind of projects, because that would help
them and their schools grow stronger and smarter.”

KEY MESSAGES
An Erasmus+ project should lead to new learning cultures to benefit the
school at large, including future students.
Dedicated students should be co-driving such new learning cultures and
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serve as guides for new students.
An Erasmus+ project should lead to the establishment of a local/virtual
eco-system of innovation capacity building to make the project results
sustainable and for new students to tap into
The Erasmus+ programme has become so demanding and competitive
that it is almost impossible for average secondary schools to create
successful applications and manage projects successfully.
The funding of student mobility reflects a total underestimation and
lack of respect for students’ engagement in the projects.
The organisation of the Erasmus+ programme into vertical educational
sectors should be accompanied by an equally important horizontally
organised Erasmus+ platform for cross-sector and community based
projects.
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Young students as role-models
- A strong iCAP PERSPECTIVE

We wish to share with schools, policy-makers and researchers a very interesting
and future-oriented perspective emerging along the last year of the iCAP project.
We believe that this sharing could be of value to secondary schools engaging in
innovation mission learning and open schooling.

YOUNG STUDENTS AS DRIVERS OF EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
- DEDICATED STUDENTS AS INNOVATION MISSIONS GUIDES
Along the iCAP student mobility it became clear that a number of students from
different schools and countries appeared extremely dedicated and empowered:
→ they worked as leaders during the many mobility activities
→ they had a very sharp understanding of the project and what innovation
missions mean, even beyond partners and collaborators
→ they boldly took the scene whenever needed, including delivering critical
input about the project, the teacher roles, etc.
→ they were clearly driving their teams towards quality results
However, the most important observation was that they were prepared to
continue the innovation missions in their schools, to serve as guides for new
generations of young students – and even to make such innovation missions grow
into a new school culture.
It was very clear that there were 2-3 such especially dedicated students in each
of the participating iCAP schools.
This “outcome” of the iCAP project was not foreseen or described in the
application.
However, in a long-term perspective this outcome might prove to be the most
important!
Why is that?
Because words like students’ “co-creation” and “co-driving of educational
innovation” are still mostly theory in Europe; still just words and blue visions.
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To make those visions a reality, we precisely need dedicated young students:
role-models and leaders.
The especially dedicated young people we saw during the mobility possess all the
necessary resources to serve as:

DRIVERS OF EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
This means that one of the outcomes of iCAP should be local and European
level initiatives to ensure that these students are engaged in further
innovation missions and open schooling activities - in the school, in the
community and perhaps even at European level.
The most visionary version of this perspective would be to organise these
students at European level 
What does all this mean – “at school level and at European level?”
SCHOOL / LOCAL COMMUNITY
Schools participating in such European projects as iYouth, iCAP and similar
projects might wish to become national and European role-model schools!
They could help other schools develop a school culture of open schooling based
on innovation and entrepreneurial student missions.
Most schools across Europe desperately need such concrete and school-2-school
guidance!
What does such a pioneer role mean?
→ the school wishes to make open schooling and community missions a school
culture in which more and more students will be involved, including
expanding the students’ learning space from the classroom to the social and
virtual communities
→ the school can promote its open schooling skills and experience locally and
nationally and offer to provide interested schools with the needed guidance
→ the school might collaborate with local or national educational authorities to
make the school’s experience and expertise available to other schools
→ such services might at some point provide new forms of income for the
school
→ these activities and the pioneer role might be used as a competitive
parameter by the school when promoting the school in the community
Now, to become such pioneer and role-model schools, the schools precisely need
the especially dedicated students as co-drivers.
To be credible and really innovative such school roles need to place our
dedicated students at the forefront, not as “examples” hiding in the background.
This means that the student role-models should be:
→ appointed student innovation or open schooling guides by the school
→ co-driving any new open schooling mission initiative in the school and in the
community
→ guiding new generations of students
→ constantly expanding the community network to support the students’ open
schooling missions
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→ co-create new European initiatives, for example through the network of
student role-models created by iCAP
EUROPEAN
Not only should the iCAP schools support such role-modelling through
continuously engaging in new frontline Erasmus+ initiatives, they should also
support their role-model visions through bringing their role-model students in the
forefront of creating new and student-driven Erasmus+ initiatives: not creating
Erasmus+ initiatives FOR but WITH the students.
Young students are still used in most European projects as
TOKENS
VICTIMS
HOSTAGES
SMILING PARTICIPANTS
RHETORIC JUSTIFICATION
One possibility to overcome this underestimation of the young students will
precisely be to create new Erasmus+ initiatives from 2020:
→ based on the role-model students’ experience and expectations
→ planned and designed by the role-model students
→ implemented through role-model students as co-drivers of the project
progression and the project activities
Such Erasmus+ projects have yet not been created.
We believe that iCAP could create a small but very dynamic team of
student role-models from the participating schools to work on such
new Erasmus+ initiatives for the early 2020 Call.
We believe that 5-6 of the most dedicated and empowered students
from the iCAP mobility might participate in such a team.
Of course, they should receive full support from the schools.
Examples of such new and student-driven Erasmus+ applications and projects
might be:

STUDENT-DRIVEN OPEN SCHOOLING CULTURES

Teams of dedicated students working to build new learning
cultures in the school based on increasing community
engagement and missions

CLIMATE CHANGE BASED EDUCATION

Teams of dedicated students co-designing and co-creating a
trans-subject learning environment addressing climate change
locally and globally, and based on an open schooling platform

GLOBAL WORLD EDUCATION

Teams of dedicated students co-designing and co-creating a
trans-subject learning environment addressing real-life and
real-time global challenges, based on open schooling
principles
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YOUNG PEOPLE TAKING THE SCENE

Teams of dedicated students working to re-engage young
people in the school and in the community in policy-making
and action-taking, based on the creation of an engagement
platform reflecting 21st century youth’ mind-sets, interests
and engagement forms

COMMUNITIES OF OPEN SCHOOLING

Teams of dedicated students working to build permanent ecosystems of open schooling collaboration in the community – to
benefit future students and to benefit the community
Obviously, such Erasmus+ initiatives need to be organised through schools and
other organisations as formal and legal project partners.
The participating schools should therefore create a project strategy for providing
the projects’ basic organisational and legal framework while at the same time
allowing the student teams to co-drive the projects.
What could be the key roles of such leading student teams in such projects?
→ engage in the design of new Erasmus+ initiatives
→ collaborate with the resources producing the applications to ensure that the
students’ interests are well-reflected in the applications
→ co-organise the project activities including transnational activities
→ drive and maintain the transnational communication in the projects
→ co-produce the guidance material to the participants
→ lead the project’s web resources and online dissemination
→ co-create the outcomes of the project
→ help ensure the continuation and sustainability of the project activities and
results
→ help identify new dedicated students to serve as role-models and guides,
including reinforcing the European team of student role-models and guides
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Innovation missions can be extremely
exhausting!
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